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Abstract:  The world has been experiencing natural disasters and man-made attacks on power system networks 

over the past few decades. These occurrences directly affect electricity infrastructures, thereby resulting in 

immense economic loss. The electric infrastructure is the backbone and one of the most essential components of 

human life. Thus, a resilient infrastructure must be constructed to cope with events of high-impact, low-possibility. 

Moreover, achieving resilience in the active distribution system (ADS) has been a vital research field of planning 

and operation of electric power systems. The incorporation of recent breakthrough technologies, such as micro- 

and smart grids, can make the distribution system become considerably resilient through planning-operation 

activities prior, during, and after an extreme event. This study offers the concepts premised on a systematic review 

of available literature by distinguishing characteristics between reliability and resiliency. Thereafter, the most 

relevant proceedings in conformity with an overview of the major blackouts, hardening and its guidelines, 

weather-related scenarios, taxonomies, and remedial actions are discussed. In addition, this research presents the 

planning, operational, and planning-operational attributes in response to catastrophes. Furthermore, a case study 

is conducted to support the review work, where the reliability and resilience of the ADS (IEEE 33-bus test system) 

are evaluated as performance indices with and without the addition of PV units. The performed research is laying 

out the importance of the distributed generation, such as PV, in the context of resilience, with the inclusion of 

different faults. 
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Nomenclatures: 

ADS: Active distribution system  

BD: Benders-decomposition 

DAD: Defender-attacker-defender  

DS: Distribution system 

DG: Distributed generation  

DSO: Distribution system operator  

ESS: Energy storage system  

EDNS: Expected demand not served  

IIDG: Inverter-interfaced distributed generator 

LOLP: Loss of load probability 

LP: Linear programming 

MMC: Markov–Monte Carlo 

MILP: Mixed-integer linear program 

MINP: Mixed-integer non-linear program 

MPC: Model predictive control  

MIP: Mixed integer programming  

MC: Monte Carlo 

MG: Microgrid 

MMGs: Multi Microgrids 

NB: Naïve Bayes  

OPF: Optimal power flow  

PS: Power system 

PSR: Power system resilience  

R&D: Research and development 

RESs: Renewable energy sources 

SG: Smart grid 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background study  

In the new global economy, the modern power system has become essential owing to its reliable and efficient 

operation. Considering a huge investment is required to build an electrical infrastructure, the recovery cost is 

extremely high if this infrastructure collapses, which will directly impact the economy [1]. These philosophies 

can suitably deal with the acknowledged disruptive events in an entire power system infrastructure. Power system 

networks are designed under the N-1 security criteria to address unpredictable events [2, 3]. However, the 

increasing frequency of natural disasters and cyber-physical attacks has led to remarkable challenges to the 



electricity structure in the modern era [4]. This situation indicates a need to understand the various characteristics 

of the power outage in different environments. Over the past decade, the majority of the studies on power outage 

have emphasized the analysis of reliability and sustainability. To understand the reliability concept, two important 

factors that should be considered are adequacy and security [5, 6]. Adequacy refers to the uninterrupted power 

supply that will continuously provide light on facilities to end-users. Security is the capability to withstand 

unexpected disruptions, such as sudden power loss caused by component failure and bad weather [7]. Furthermore, 

the continuous exploration of enhancing a sustainable, safe, and robust power system has resulted in the 

continuous development of complex and large-scale power system networks [8]. The normal operation of a power 

system becomes abnormal due to unpredictable and turbulent conditions. Thus, system design may need extremely 

high safety provisions considering natural disasters and uncontrollable faults. However, only minimal attention 

has been provided to the concepts of robust systems in early planning stages that consider all probable failure 

modes. Consequently, increasing attention has been given to resilience study to withstand system complexities 

and unpredictable failure modes. 

The word resilience originates from the Latin word resilio, which means to “spring back” [9]. The dictionary 

meaning indicates that this term refers to the capability to immediately recover from disruptive events. It identifies 

that extensive planning and operating level is taken to decrease the susceptibility to unexpected events. Although 

various definitions of “resilience” have been suggested, Holing et al. defined it as the perseverance of systems 

and their capability to resist, perturb, and uphold identical interactions among people and state variables [10]. The 

theories of resilience have enlightened significantly in various domains such as finance, engineering, socio-

ecological, safety, and infrastructure [11, 12]. Hence, resilience could be hypothesized to refer to high-impact, 

low-possibility events. The main idea behind resilience theory is not merely to battle all-natural disasters but also 

to have immediate recovery operational measures. For low-probability and extreme events, the post-disruption 

stage is considered vital. 

In the power system perspective, resilience is related to the capability to continuously maintain power supply 

even after highly disruptive events, such as a hurricane, tornado, tsunami, earthquake, and cyber-physical attack 

[13, 14]. Over the past decade, the majority of the studies on power systems have emphasized reliability and 

resiliency. Therefore, the current study aims to investigate the key issues of reliability and resiliency. Such 

essential factors like robust structures, cost-efficiency, reliable power supply, and smart networks can reconfigure 

a power system to be resilient and supply power to prosumers without any interruptions. For the first time, the 

UK Energy Research Center and Power Systems Engineering Research Center have defined resilience and 



distinguished it from reliability [15]. Furthermore, the UK Cabinet Office stated that resilience includes reliability 

and encompasses resistances, severance, restoration, and action [16]. In 2018, the US Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission defined resilience in terms of the bulk power system as “The capability to endure, and curtail the 

degree of enormity and/or period of disruptive actions, which comprises the three main factors such as absorb, 

adapt and recover from natural disasters, manmade attacks, and severe technical faults” [17].  

1.2 Resilience study 

 Reliability and resiliency  

In the power system domain, reliability and resilience are two important factors that must be considered 

while designing a new structure or renovating an existing one. These two terms are often considered the same, but 

they differ in terms of probability and effect. Although extensive research has been conducted on these issues, 

considerable uncertainty remains related to their relationship. The main distinguishing characteristic between 

reliability and resiliency is, high-probability and low-impact, and low-probability, and high-impact events, 

respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 and other key aspects are highlighted in Table 1.  

Table-1 Reliability versus resiliency characteristics 

        Key                 Factor Reliability Resiliency 

Probability of faults High Low 

Impacts of event Low High 

Process or system Static Dynamic 

Objective of concerns 
Consumer interruption time 

Consumer interruption time and infrastructure 

recovery time 

Restoration time Low High 

Number of faults High Low 

Level of events predictability High Low 

Targeted loads for restoration All connected loads Critical loads 

Duration of power outages Short duration Long duration 

Scenario Controllable fault, overload, short 

circuit, maintenance. 

Hurricane, earthquake, Tsunami, tornado, ice-

storm, cyber-physical attack. 

Level of predictability Predictable Un-predictable 

Needed devices for 

compensation 

Using FACTS, filter, solid-state 

transformer, load forecasting, smart 

grid 

Robust design, mobile DG, more micro-grid 

(MG) formation, repair crews, black start 

capabilities, tree trimming, underground cables. 

Performance evaluation 

indices 
SAIFI, CAIFI, ENS, SAIDI, CAIDI Need to be addressed. 

 



Despite some studies that have been conducted with a minimal scientific understanding of the definition of 

resilience, the significance of this concept is broadly similar to the reliability. Therefore, the term resilience can 

refer to withstanding any extreme event, responding immediately to restore and adapt to unexpected events, and 

finally prevent future occurrences [18]. The four factors of resilience are illustrated in Fig. 2.      
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                 Fig. 1. Reliability versus Resiliency Fig. 2. Resilient system 

 Resilience characteristics  

At present, research studies focusing specifically on the resilience curve is evidently lacking. Researchers 

draw an extensive range of sources and describe the different ways in which the resilience state can be obtained. 

Several studies have reported the resilience triangle, in which two different states are presented [19-21] and shown 

in Fig. 3. Furthermore, a systematic understanding of each stage of the resiliency operation and resilience trapezoid 

is studied in [15, 20, 22].  The resilience trapezoid is the detailed analysis of the resilience state during disruptive 

events through Phases I, II, and III. In Phase-I, the event hits the network, and the state goes to a disruptive phase. 

Emergency coordination is needed to survive the load demand in Phase-II. Lastly, restorative action can take place 

in Phase-III to reach the normal operation state. In Figs. 3 and 4, the authors of [20] present the two expressions 

in terms of robustness and rapidness. Robustness can be defined as permeable capability by measuring the least 

percentage of functionality. Rapidness refers to the capability to attain prioritized objectives in a given time frame 

to encompass threats and evade further disturbance. Thus, the resilience performance level can be estimated as a 

function of robustness and rapidness [20]. To enhance the resilience characteristics, corrective planning-

operational measures are key areas that can facilitate the shifting of the resilience level with a short restoration 

time to reach a normal operating condition, as shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen in Fig. 5, phase-II, and phase-III 

are the response to the disaster and recover operation, respectively, showing improvement characteristics in terms 

of time duration and load recovery.  

 



  

Fig. 3. Resilience triangle [20] Fig. 4. Resilience trapezoid [20] 
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Fig. 5. Resilience performance curve 

1.3 Highlights  

The planning-operational movements of an active distribution system (ADS) in the power system resiliency 

context are the recently emerging areas for the short- and long-term improvements of electric infrastructures. A 

large number of studies have been undertaken to emphasize various distribution planning methods and operational 

measures to enhance the resilience characteristics of ADSs. The general architecture of the ADS is shown in Fig. 

6. As the name suggests, ADS has distributed energy sources as a means of an active network that can manage 

the entire grid to improve the reliability of the distribution system.  

The current study conducts a detailed review of the resilience study of ADS collected from the available 

literature. First, we summarize the overview of the various weather-related scenarios, hardening overview, various 

taxonomies, and future plans. Second, planning, operational, and planning-operational studies of resiliency are 



reviewed. Third, the major contributions, models used, and the objective function of reviewed papers are also 

presented in tabular form. Accordingly, readers may obtain knowledge from the following perspectives. 

 What are the special planning schemes to enhance the resilience of distribution systems? 

 What are the actions required to obtain the optimal operation of resiliency? 

 What planning-operation frameworks and measures are required for the immediate recovery and 

response during/after an event? 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines a summary of the different planning-

operational reviews. The resilience-based ADS planning approaches and operational activities are presented in 

Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Subsequently, the planning-operational based study is discussed in Section 

5. Section 6 presents a resilience case study, and finally, Section 7 provides a conclusion.  

 
                                                                       Fig. 6. Active distribution network 

2. Overview 

This section generally reports concerns with the overall vision of resilience in various contexts. Numerous 

studies have explored the factors influencing resilience [19, 23-26]. The probabilistic resilience study with 

different weather conditions is proposed in [24]. The application of artificial neural networks in the resilience 

analysis evolved to match load shedding in response to the failure probability with their load profiles is discussed 

in [25]. Substantial analysis and discussion of resilience metrics are presented in [23], which focus on endurance 
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and recovery time. Subsequently, Ref. [26] proposes several resilience metrics considering past threat experiences 

and future probability of threats for a complex power system network.  

Several possible solutions related to the resilience metrics are discussed in [27-29]. Moreover, Ref. [28] 

analyzes the resilience metric estimation of a dynamic power system considering energy storage devices, 

renewable energy sources, and demand-side management. The strategy of enhancing resiliency is presented in 

[29], which discusses the association between disaster organization members and critical infrastructure that is 

crucial in a power system. On the other hand, Ref. [27] reports the major limitations of the preliminary analysis 

considering the sustainability of low-income households. A clear understanding of the hardening measure and 

guiding principle for the migration of present DSs to MGs is presented in [30]. Retrospectively, the hardening and 

operational measures toward the distribution resiliency scheme are discussed in [31-33]. Meanwhile, Refs. [34] 

and [35] report the major power outages and their consequences worldwide and identified the improved strategy 

of DS resiliency against storms. Moreover, Refs. [36-40] investigate the differential study and remedial action in 

response to floods, storms, earthquakes, and other weather-related catastrophes. A future projected plan is outlined 

to indicate the subtle distinctions between reliable DSs and resilient grids. The benefits of each research and 

development (R&D) practices are also discussed in [1].   
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Fig. 7. Broad classification of a power distribution system in the resilience context 

Moreover, Ref. [41] identifies major contributing factors for the defensive planning of DSs to enhance grid 

resiliency. A broad perspective is outlined in [42], which holds the view of cyber-physical attainment in the PS 

resilience context to address natural disasters. Energy regulators and infrastructure planning bodies are examined 

in [39, 43] to understand the climate adaptation strategy on resiliency. A recent study by [44] involves various 

classifications of resilience in the power system context. The contribution and the key area of the aforementioned 

literature are presented in Table-2, which mainly focuses on outage history, hardening plan, various taxonomies, 

and future perspectives. The study related to the planning-operational measure of ADS in resilience context is 



classified through various means, as categorized in Fig. 7. By following Fig. 7, the planning (Section 3), 

operational (Section 4), and planning-operational (Section 5) activities with the model used, and the main 

contributions are shown in Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5, respectively. 

Table 2: An overview of the resilience factors from review literature 

Category 
Areas of study 

(Overview) 
Contributions Year Ref. 

 Hardening measure 
Brief discussion of hardening measures for the 

metamorphosis of present DSs to future MGs 
2007 [30] 

 

 

Hardening 

overview 

Hardening 

guidelines 

Detailed discussion of distribution system resiliency in 

contrast with protection, hardening, guidelines, and 

innovations. 

2010 [31] 

Hardening operation 
Key area of distribution resiliency toward hardening, and 

operational measures. 
2014 [32] 

Hardening 

enhancement 

strategy 

Brief discussion of enhancement strategy by hardening and 

smartening power systems for improved resiliency 

characteristics. 

2017 [33] 

 

 

 

Blackout study 

Blackout summary 
Concise summary of blackouts against natural catastrophic 

events that lead to power outages. 
2014 [34] 

Outages and 

impacts 

Reporting major power outages worldwide and their impact 

on pole structure and also discussing robust pole structures to 

enhance potential actions in response to future storms. 

2007 [35] 

 

 

 

 

Weather-

related study 

 

Protection 

against flood 

Reporting a flood-related study and remedial action from the 

perspective of substation protection. 
2011 [36] 

Protection against 

storm 

Listing various weather- and storm-related blackouts 

worldwide, their causes, and the corresponding remedial 

actions. 

2012 [37] 

Protection against 

earthquakes 

Outlining the study of power system resilience against 

earthquakes using a two-phase stochastic method. 
2015 [38] 

Climate adaptation 

strategy 

Providing an overview of the key function of microgrids and 

examining the resiliency among energy regulators and 

infrastructure planning bodies. 

2017 [39] 

 

Future 

projection 

 

Grid transformation 

Future development plan report toward reliable DSs to 

sustainable and resilient grids and the need for R&D. 
2015 [1] 

Defensive planning 

of DSs 

Presenting comprehensive planning to improve the resiliency 

of power systems against highly disruptive scenarios. 
2015 [41] 

Cyber-physical 

based study 

DGs withstand 

against extreme 

events 

Key concepts of PS resilience in terms of cyber-physical 

attainment to address unfavorable events and leveraging by 

DGs. 

2016 [42] 

 

Resilience 

framework and 

taxonomies 

Energy 

infrastructure 

Outlining the modeling framework of energy infrastructure 

regarding resilience outlook. 
2019 [43] 

Classification 
General understanding of resilience and its classification in 

the context of the power system. 
2018 [44] 



3. Resilience-based ADS planning approaches 

Before the occurrence of unfavorable events, such as natural disasters and man-made attacks, some planning 

actions must be implemented in accordance with weather scenarios to prepare for and minimize the consequences 

of forthcoming catastrophes [45]. The step includes hardening, resource allocation, coordination, reconfiguration, 

restoration, and repair crew planning schemes for disastrous hazards and responses. Pre-planning strategy in ADS 

is significantly beneficial in minimizing the adverse effects of catastrophes [46], enhancing the effectiveness of 

network recovery, reducing the restoration cost, and improving the resilience of ADS. The summary of ADS 

planning methods is presented in Table 3.  

3.1 Distribution system hardening  

Hardening measures refer to physically improving electric infrastructure to minimize its vulnerability to 

interruptions. Among all the steps, hardening DS is one of the supreme effective plans to decrease the 

susceptibility of PS [47]. Hardening DS is generally implemented through undergrounding or strengthening the 

structure materials, such as poles, substations, and distribution lines. However, the hardening is expensive. 

Therefore, numerous studies have been conducted to make cost-effective hardening decisions. Meanwhile, Ref. 

[48] proposes the Benders–decomposition (BD) model with the worst-case interdiction study, which provides the 

hardening decision. The defender–attacker–defender (DAD) technique is introduced in [49] and used to withstand 

the critical infrastructure against man-made attacks, which shows that the DS component is susceptible to the 

attack until and unless hardened or protected. The modeling of the optimal and hardening-based MMG structures 

of DSs with reference to N–k events is explained in [50], where the BD method is used. The objective is to reduce 

the hardening cost of DSs. In [51], the reconfiguration planning and DG islanding mode are demonstrated through 

a tri-level DAD model. Through the DAD model, cost-effective hardening decisions with respect to the majority 

of dreadful attacks are presented. Thereafter, the distribution system operator (DSO), in addition to considering 

the uncertainties of renewable energies like wind [52, 53], solar [54], and etc., will execute all desirable remedial 

schedules to recover the DS after the attack happens [55, 56]. Overall, the preceding studies have revealed that 

hardening planning must be undertaken to minimize the power system damage.  

3.2 Resilience based coordination of MGs 

Coordination is one of the significant components of the DS planning stage. The main objective of this type 

of planning is to organize or manage the system through the improvement of control units (i.e., centralized or 

decentralized), improved fault detection, energy scheduling, power reserve, and interconnected MGs. A wide 

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/strengthening/synonyms


range of studies has described coordination planning as follows. A single and double bus partition-based DC MG 

is studied in [57], where authors mainly focus on components (for instance, during the drop-outs due to solar/wind 

sources) survivability through controlling the range of loads. In addition, energy exchange cost is considered as 

the objective function for minimization through a neighborhood optimization algorithm, while this resilience 

enhancement scheme shows the self-sustainability of DSs. In [58-61], a distinct test network is studied through 

centralized and decentralized MMG structure, considering flexibility, reliability, and resiliency. The purpose of 

the current study is to reduce the overall cost of DSs using a decentralized algorithm with a proper energy 

management strategy. A dynamic MG structure has been proposed in [62], which examines the self-healing 

strategy during unfavorable events considering DGs and random load change. One of the main concerns of the 

dynamic MGs is reliability maximization. Therefore, the power disturbance can be minimized even during and 

after the fault. Active multi-loop control with the design principle of MG has also been established to show the 

critical area of DSs, like optimal fault isolation, energy balance, and power quality improvement [63, 64]. An 

appropriate energy management scheduling of DSs can reduce costs and improve the resiliency through the dual-

mode property, such as stand-alone and grid-connected mode; this concept has been examined and tested through 

an analytical model presented in [65]. Recent trends in DS planning have led to the proliferation of MG formation 

to withstand disruptive events and immediate restoration of facilities regarding critical load restoration [66]. The 

power reserve is one of the most intense requirements during disastrous events to manage power failure. In [67], 

a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) method is employed to maintain the power balance in DSs. Thus, 

the coordination planning scheme particularly involves an energy management strategy during extreme events.  

3.3 Vulnerability measures 

The term vulnerability is related to instability or risk. System vulnerability can be defined as a system’s 

inability to cope with a disturbing situation, restrict the impact, restore, and stabilize after the event [68]. 

Vulnerability depends on weather conditions, which often differ from one region to another, and the most critical 

events are identified as wind storms, lightning, and ice storm [69]. Moreover, the vulnerability analysis of PS 

using reliability and the hazard-based scheme is introduced on account of high voltage levels [70]. The 

consequence of extreme wind events in the DS is investigated with reliability indicators in [71].  

In [72], different system conditions are analyzed, apart from weather-related conditions, and measured the 

reliability indices. A comparative analysis has been performed considering the risk studies from different states 

using quantitative reliability indices. The key purpose of [72] is to provide an optimal allocation of manpower and 

system components in ADS, which could be preferred for DS planning as preparedness and security measures 



based on weather forecasts. A sequential attack scenario-based study is proposed to identify the vulnerable nodes 

and point out the priority of removal for the robust system design, reduce the complexity of the network, and 

minimize power outage [73]. In [74], the DAD model is employed to improve grid survivability with the objective 

of minimal load shedding. Column–constraint generation-based algorithm is applied to provide the optimal 

solution for the protection planning of ADSs, which significantly enhances system resilience against terrorist 

attacks. In [75], a bi-level mathematical formulation is developed to identify the vulnerable components, where 

multiple attacks are applied with less computation time used, and consequently, the results show the improved 

reliability and resiliency response.   

3.4 Resource allocation   

During and after a catastrophic event, DS resources are generally restricted and difficult to supply because of 

the affected transportation link. Hence, the functioning of the system recovery action relies on available resources 

with good quality and surplus quantity[76]. Thus, pre-event resource allocation significantly affects the pro-

activeness of system recovery and is a crucial phase in disaster promptness in DS. Several types of resource 

allocation are reviewed in [77], where three optimization paradigms are likewise discussed (e.g., tactical method 

and short- and long-term strategic frameworks). The framework in [77] can support the power system components 

to detect and dispatch mobile units and effectively recover from power outages. In [78], the triangulation model 

is applied to find the key issues influencing resource accessibility in post-event reconfiguration states. Moreover, 

various factors, such as rules, policy, regulations, and transfer, have been deliberated, which immensely influence 

the practicability and exertion of resource allocation. A combined simulation optimization method is explained in 

[79], which schedules an energy restoration network. Thereafter, the simulation-based model is introduced to 

assist emergency loads during high-disruptive events. This model also enables the disaster response-based system 

to maximize operational capacity [80]. Furthermore, a planning procedure using a proactive network decision 

enabling tool considering the unit commitment problem has been demonstrated to reduce the overall cost [81]. 

This solution can facilitate the reduction of the outage time, minimize the service interruption cost, and maximize 

the critical load supply in response to disasters or man-made attacks. Additionally, demand response units can 

perform a significant role in such situations, which have attracted less attention in this regard [82-85].   

3.5 Restoration planning  

Restoration planning is a crucial phase of a resilient power system. This phase is enacted when disaster hits 

the network (i.e., post-disruption stage), and a major blackout occurs, thereby resulting in damage to the 



distribution network. Therefore, immediate restorative actions should be planned by using resource allocation in 

ADS. The allocated resources are used to promptly restore emergency loads not supplied in the DS. However, a 

part of load restoration is served directly through allocated uninterrupted power supply facilities by DGs, MGs, 

and charging stations for recovery [86]. The critical issue of DS restoration has been investigated in numerous 

studies, particularly identifying the restoration order of loads after a system blackout [87]. In [79], a power 

restoration planning scheme is pioneered through an integrated simulation approach, which aims to reduce the 

workforce cost and minimize customer interruption time. Workforce planning is related to “right” repair crews in 

the “right” moment and “right” location to achieve the organizational goals [88].  

A slow coherency theory is developed in [89] to minimize the power outage by the use of black-start 

capabilities of island operation to reduce transient oscillation. In [90], a novel key area in the restoration 

framework is defined through mixed-integer programming (MIP) to minimize load curtailment and maximize the 

functional capacity. Recent studies have examined the restoration planning methods in the form of transportable 

storage units with MG scheduling, specifically to respond to eventualities, reduce the interruption cost, and 

maximize the reliability of DSs [91].  

3.6 Reconfiguration planning 

In ADS, expansion planning extensively focuses on the efficiency, reliability, and financial sustainability of 

power transfer to prosumers [92, 93]. However, such a focus has predominantly been in the claim of disastrous 

events. Hence, reconfiguration planning related to resilience in response to natural disasters and man-made attacks 

has been considered an emerging research trend. In addition, the enhancement of resilience against disasters has 

become a key economic factor in reducing damage in power systems, recovery costs, and provide reliable power 

supply to the end-users, which is crucial for distribution planning. Several approaches are used to reconfigure DS 

in terms of new installation of power system components, such as energy storage units, on-site DG units, smart 

transformers, fault protection devices, and integration of renewable energies [94-96]. MMG formation is also part 

of the reconfiguration phase. In [97], an energy storage-based grid reconfiguration of ADS is proposed, with 

voltage magnitude deviance as objective function through the BD model. Moreover, Ref. [97] concludes that 

infrastructure deployment and grid reinforcement should be developed for optimal operation. In [98], a two-phase 

reconfiguration planning framework is established through MMG formation to achieve a resilient structure. 

Moreover, the aforementioned research has shown that resilience quantification can benefit planning engineers to 

validate control actions, relate various reconfiguration techniques, and improve effective control actions to evade 

blackout in response to extreme weather conditions. A probabilistic framework for ADSs to achieve a resilience 



structure based on on-site generation premises, such as solar and wind generation, is demonstrated in [99]. Its 

objective is to enhance grid survivability against unfavorable events and accelerate the restoration period.  

3.7 Repair crew planning 

Repair crew planning in ADS can enhance system reliability during and after disastrous events. Various factors 

are considered in crew planning, such as immediate crew actions, decreasing failure rates, and specific protective 

measures [100, 101]. For the planning stage, the deployment of the repair crew needs particular modeling of the 

maintenance practice in ADSs. For the maintenance endeavors, DS is divided into various regions or control 

zones, with each allocated to a repair crew [102], as shown in Fig. 8.   

Zone-4

Zone-3

Zone-2

Zone-1
Wind storm

 
Fig. 8. Repair crew allocation 

The repair crew resources include individuals, tools, spare parts, and trucks, which are important for the 

restoration of ADS. After an event, the crew starts the repair process in the order of maintenance received from 

control centers or distribution operators, and it can be done either manually (customer call) or automatically 

identifying the system failures. 

Therefore, the repair process in each zone is a queuing process. Hence, the input is the sequence of element 

faults, which cause power disruptions that should be addressed by the crew. The output result is power restoration. 

This process depends on the quantitative and qualitative terms of the logistical resources from a system 

performance perspective. Such logistical resources are restricted and must be sensibly coordinated to follow the 

step of element failures to attain reasonable outage times. Traditionally, the repair process of ADS is not modeled. 

However, several studies have modeled the repair process with various procedures. In [103], a queuing theory-

based repair model and stochastic point method are established to reduce outage time and maximize reliability. A 

synthetic model to optimally dispatch the crew in ADS is investigated in [104]. Short- and long-term tactical 

models have been demonstrated to give the optimal placement of crew during catastrophes [77].  



Table 3: Resilience-based planning methods of ADSs 

Area of 

Study 
Contribution 

Techniques/ 

Model 

Objective 

function 
Year Ref 

 

H
ar

d
en

in
g
 p

la
n

n
in

g
 

 

Modeling of optimal hardening structure and MMG 

formation scheme of DSs on account of N–k events. 

BD method with the 

iterative relaxation 

process 

Hardening cost 

minimization 
2017 [50] 

Reporting the enhancement scheme of DSs through 

reconfiguration planning and DG islanding with a 

tri-level DAD model. 

DAD model 

Load 

curtailment 

minimization 

2018 [51] 

 

C
o

o
rd

in
at

io
n

 p
la

n
n

in
g

 

 

Introducing single and double bus partitioning-

based DC microgrids to enhance the unit’s 

survivability, self-sustainability, and control. 

Neighborhood 

optimization 

Energy 

exchange cost 

minimization 

2014 [57] 

Contrasting a case study of centralized and de-

centralized control-based MMGs to show 

adaptability, suitability, reliability, and resiliency of 

the grid. 

Decentralized 

Algorithm 

Overall cost 

minimization 
2015 [58] 

Outlining a brief discussion of a centralized and 

decentralized model of two neighboring MGs and 

measuring the stability of MMGs. 

Centralized and 

decentralized 

approach 

Load 

curtailment 

minimization 

2015 [59] 

Proposing a dynamic microgrid structure to enable 

the self-adequacy during extreme events considering 

stochastic load and distributed generations (DGs.) 

MC method 
Reliability 

maximization 
2016 [62] 

Demonstrating the design principle and active multi-

loop control of MG for good fault isolation, energy 

balance, and power quality management. 

Analytical models 

Power extract 

(peak power) 

maximization 

2016 [63] 

Energy management scheduling of grid-connected 

and stand-alone modes, which points out the 

operation costs and resiliency. 

Load shedding and 

ramp down 

techniques 

Energy 

exchange cost 

minimization 

2018 [65] 

Formulating the MG formation plan to quickly 

restore the critical load against extreme disruptions. 
MILP 

Load pickup 

maximization 
2018 [66] 

Aiming to manage the power shortage during the 

events with the incorporation of power reserve 

facilities. 

MILP 

Load 

curtailment 

minimization 

2019 [67] 

 

V
u

ln
er

ab
il

it
y

 m
ea

su
re

 

 

Demonstrating a vulnerability analysis to help 

operators make decisions, which enhances 

distribution reliability, security, and flexibility. 

Considering various 

weather scenarios 

Reliability 

maximization 
2012 [72] 

Building a sequential attacking model and its 

resilience analysis in response to various attack 

scenarios. 

Sequential attack 

procedure 

Power outage 

minimization 
2014 [73] 

Optimal solution with a sensible time toward the 

enhancement of grid survivability during 

unfavorable events. 

DAD model 
Grid disruption 

minimization 
2014 [74] 

Addressing the plan on hardening measures and 

improving grid security in relation to the 

Interdiction 

Algorithm 

Cost 

minimization 
2004 [75] 



identification of vulnerable components through 

IEEE reliability test system. 

 

R
es

o
u

rc
e 

al
lo

ca
ti

o
n
 

p
la

n
n
in

g
 

Introducing a simulation-based model to support 

critical loads in optimal DSs during catastrophic 

events. 

Disaster-response 

network-enabled 

environment 

Operational 

capacity 

maximization 

2014 [80] 

Defining a proactive decision-enabling tool for the 

efficient restoration of DSs to minimize the overall 

cost incorporating with unit commitment challenge. 

Stochastic linear-

programming 

Restoration cost 

minimization 
2015 [81] 

R
es

to
ra

ti
o

n
 p

la
n
n

in
g
 

Introducing workforce planning for outage 

management to minimize the cost and consumer 

interruption time. 

Integer 

programming 

Workforce cost 

minimization 
2012 [79] 

Addressing the minimization strategy of blackout 

using black-start capabilities in responding to 

eventualities. 

Slow coherency 

theory 

Transient 

oscillation 

minimization 

2012 [89] 

Defining a key area of the load restoration model to 

maximize the functional capacity of critical 

infrastructures. 

MIP 

Load 

curtailment 

minimization 

2014 [90] 

Distinguishing the overall system cost and reliability 

between transportable storage systems and fixed 

storage units in MMGs. 

MILP 
Overall cost 

minimization 
2019 [91] 

R
ec

o
n

fi
g
u

ra
ti

o
n

 p
la

n
n

in
g
 

 

Proposing grid reconfiguration planning of ADS by 

means of energy storage devices and aiming to 

reduce the cost and voltage deviation. 

BD model 

Total cost and 

energy storage 

installation cost 

minimization 

2018 [97] 

Developed a two-phase reconfiguration planning 

model for MMGs to achieve a cost-effective and 

resilient structure. 

Pre-location theory 
Load pickup 

maximization 
2016 [98] 

Establishing a probabilistic model of DS considering 

the integration of solar and wind energies to improve 

the survivability and reduce restoration period. 

Moment-based 

design 

 

Total cost 

minimization 

2018 

 
[99] 

R
ep

ai
r 

cr
ew
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la

n
n

in
g
 

 

Demonstrating the disaster restoration logistic 

model considering repair crew and mobile storage 

into the location before and during events. 

Co-optimization 
Improve service 

restoration 
2019 [101] 

The optimal designing of crew actions regarding 

failed units and the aims for reliability measures. 
Queuing theory 

Reliability 

maximization 
2008 [103] 

Introducing a synthetic model for optimal dispatch 

of crews in ADS for service restoration. 
Synthetic model 

Unserved 

energy 

minimization 

2019 [104] 

4. Resilience-based ADS Operation  

During unfavorable events, such as natural disasters or man-made attacks, operational activities should 

withstand and optimally coordinate system operation with minimal vulnerability and lowest restoration time. To 

obtain an improved understanding of the operational activities against catastrophes, various methods have been 



described, such as the optimal operation, coordinated operation, restoration, vulnerability measures, operational 

awareness, and software-defined actions. Moreover, in the case of operational activities during the events in the 

DS, these actions can extensively improve the resilience characteristics, which further re-establish the power 

system for the prosumers.  The operational activities of the ADS operation considering the resilience are discussed 

as follows and the summary of this section is presented in Table 4.  

4.1 Optimal operation 

The optimal operation of DS has a significant impact on the overall cost, which is in the form of operational 

cost minimization during the events. Optimal operation preferably manages the load demand and generation 

balance to meet the continuity of the supply for the prosumers and particularly for emergency loads. Moreover, 

this operation includes unit commitment, generation scheduling, optimal dispatch, and optimization algorithms. 

A large and growing body of research has investigated this area. In [105], a scheduling model of MG to ascertain 

self-sustainability during the events through a feasible islanding method is demonstrated. In recent years, a 

proactive scheduling and stochastic programming based optimal power flow (OPF) model has been established 

through a load curtailment minimization approach during events [106]. 

Moreover, this model considers the renewable sources to highlight socio-economic benefits. In [107], a 

proactive operation scheme has been developed through a Markov process to minimize the probability of failure 

against extreme events. In this regard, MG-based studies have been presented, which mainly focuses on operation 

cost minimization through a hierarchical control scheme [108], graph theory [109], linear programming (LP) 

[110], and robust optimization [111] in response to various catastrophes. The optimal operation method by means 

of a voltage and frequency minimization model is also demonstrated to improve system stability and resiliency 

[112].   

4.2 Coordinated operation 

In the case of operational actions, the coordination activity plays a key role in managing the power system 

operation through centralized/decentralized control practice, grid-connected/stand-alone mode[113], single-

/multi-agent approach, and the integration of RESs [114]. In [115-118], the decentralized control based operation 

is established to minimize the operation cost of interconnected MGs. The same primitive cost minimization 

technique is applied using mixed-integer bi-level programming, considering the MMG structure [119], a 

consensus algorithm for self-healing operation [120], MIP for proper coordination between MGs [121], and robust 

optimization for islanding feasibility and proactive operation in [122, 123], respectively. To ensure the power 



supply to the critical or emergency loads, a priority load maximization model is introduced in [120, 124-126] 

through an agent and linear programming methods by means of MG and MMGs. To extend the service continuity 

to emergency and non-emergency loads, load curtailment minimization techniques are pioneered through a 

Markov–Monte Carlo (MMC) model [7], and a fuzzy logic control technique [127] considering the MMG 

formation. Furthermore, a recovery model is established to minimize the power outage duration in response to 

highly disruptive events [128]. A probability model is formulated in [129] through the Naïve Bayes technique for 

the maximization of forecast probability by means of MG energy management strategy. In spite of all these 

methods, the coordinated operation is also concerned with power system stability, which is discussed in [130, 

131], and demonstrates the multi-agent-based DSs through active energy-sharing units. A reliability assessment 

concerning various outage management schemes is generalized in [132]. Note that these operational activities can 

enhance resilience characteristics through proper coordination.  

4.3 Restoration operation 

The resilient operation, particularly during the restoration period, is essential to minimize power outages 

during highly disruptive events. Several extensive cross-sectional studies of therapeutic actions have been 

conducted for rapid and optimal system recovery. In the restoration phase, the maximization of a list of priority 

loads is a major concern, which is formulated through different algorithms, such as mixed-integer non-linear 

programming (MINP) [133-135] and linearized distribution flow model [136, 137]. The list of priority loads 

considers the optimal switching operation and MMG formation against natural disasters. Furthermore, the list of 

priority loads is used to stabilize dynamic performances with different fault scenarios during restoration [138]. 

An optimal dispatching model considering the storage units and DGs is introduced in [134], which mainly 

focuses on the maximization of restored energy through MINP. A defensive islanding procedure has been adopted 

to restore DS and minimize load shedding [139] immediately. In [140], crew member deployment with on-site 

generation unit dispatching schemes for service restoration is presented. To estimate the accessibility of MG for 

recovery, considering RESs, dispatchable DGs are reported in [141]. The energy cost should be minimized during 

the restoration phase. Therefore, [142] established an optimization model to maximize the energy capacity in 

response to extreme weather conditions.  

4.4 Vulnerability measure  

Power system failure means that an electric infrastructure sustained considerable damage, which directly 

impacts the socio-economic life of people. Thus, the vulnerability of the component and system must be analyzed 



to cope with any eventuality. Various studies have assessed performed vulnerability analysis to detect and address 

the infirmity of DSs to improve survivability and resilience. In [143], the graph theory-based model is used to 

measure the vulnerability of interdependent electric infrastructure. A machine learning algorithm is applied to 

predict the power outage and components’ state for vulnerability measure evaluation in [144-146]. An outline of 

fundamental methods to assess the vulnerability in the power system is recently discussed in [147].  

4.5 Operational awareness  

Given the practical constraints of modern DSs, DSOs have to cope with various challenges to sustain reliable 

supply. Hence, establishing and updating a necessary situation awareness (SA) is a strategic factor in maintaining 

this reliability, although it is a complex process because of the various factors that regulate its formation in the 

energy control center. Therefore, operational awareness is definitely needed to support human operators. In [148], 

the Markov model is used to minimize the probability of man-made errors by enabling executive decisions in 

response to power outages. Similarly, advanced visualization procedures are applied in [149] to minimize the 

probability of failure using relevant alertness of power outages. The main concern of [148, 149] is to maintain 

system reliability through operational awareness activities. 

4.6 Security and protection 

The continually increasing installation of protection devices in DSs has prompted particular phase tripping 

orders at the distribution phase [150]. Accurate phase preference denotes the capability of protective relays to 

detect faulty phase(s). Conversely, many control algorithms have been developed to improve efficiency, 

reliability, and resiliency of the system. Therefore, the components and the entire system should be protected 

during the operation to significantly reduce outage duration and enhance DS resilience in response to catastrophes. 

In [151-153], a software-based network is discussed to maximize reliability and reduce the communication cost 

after considering the software enabling technology to reach a better and more secure control of DSs’ operation. 

Moreover, an inverter interfaced-based algorithm is introduced and integrated with DGs to minimize fault current 

during the operation [154]. 

Furthermore, security against intentional attacks and redundancy have been programmed in [155] through the 

geometric progression rule to minimize the probability of destroying DSs. Moreover, a decision model also plays 

a vital role in the security and protection of DSs during the operation. Only [156, 157] have endeavored to study 

the protection employing a decision model to minimize the investment and operation costs against disruptive 

events.  



Table 4: Operational study of ADS  

Area of 

Study 
Contribution 

Techniques/ 

Model 

Objective 

function 
Year Ref 

O
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n
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f 
D
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s 

     

O
p
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m

al
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p
er

at
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n
 o

f 
D

S
s 

      

Introducing a scheduling model of hybrid MGs to 

ensure survivability during events by means of 

feasible islanding 

– 

Minimization of 

overall cost 

during events 

2017 [105] 

Formulating the optimal power flow (OPF) during 

catastrophic events to reduce the adverse effects of 

flooding on DSs. 

Proactive 

scheduling 

Load 

curtailment 

minimization 

2018 [106] 

Identifying the socioeconomic benefits of MMGs 

through a developed mathematical model 

incorporated with RESs and EVs in DSs 

Stochastic 

programming 

Minimization of 

load curtailment 
2016 [158] 

Presenting proactive operation schemes of DSs to 

minimize load failure because of highly disruptive 

events. 

Markov process and 

MINP 

Probability of 

failure 
2017 [107] 

Modelling and analysis of DC-MG to provide 

improved energy management capability and 

economic operation of DSs compared with AC-MG. 

Hierarchical control 

scheme 

Operation cost 

minimization 
2014 [108] 

Utilizing graph theory-based methods for the 

optimal operation of MGs considering microturbine 

and ESSs and addressing the energy management 

strategy to operate DS in normal and self-healing 

modes 

Graph theory 
Minimization of 

operation cost 
2017 [109] 

Developing an optimal energy management 

framework to minimize operational cost in the 

presence of ESSs 

LP 
Minimization of 

operation cost 
2018 [110] 

Describing the imperative formulation of MG for 

optimal programming in response to islanding 

modes against extreme events 

Robust optimization 
Minimization of 

operation 
2019 [111] 

Modelling and analysis of MG considering electric 

springs to enhance the stability of DSs against 

intermittent renewable sources 

– 

Voltage and 

frequency 

minimization  

2018 [112] 

 

C
o

o
rd

in
at

ed
 o

p
er

at
io

n
 

 

Decentralizing controlled operation of MMGs 

through coordinated actions 

Decentralized 

bi-level technique 

Minimization of 

operation cost 
2016 [115] 

Investigating the optimal and self-healing operation 

of MMGs via energy management techniques in a 

decentralized manner 

- 
Minimization of 

operation cost 
2016 [116] 

Modelling of decentralized DSs, which comprise a 

non-linear assumption, capacity extension, N-1 

security, and long-term operation 

Decomposition 

algorithm 

Minimization of 

operational and 

installation 

costs 

2017 [117] 

Establishing a robust distributed regulation scheme 

to manage power flow considering STATCOM and 

ESSs 

Distributed control 

scheme 

Stability 

enhancement 
2016 [118] 



Designing disruption as an event of intentional 

attacks on MMGs by taking the interconnection of 

electrical structures and natural gas into account 

Mixed-integer bi-

level linear 

programming 

Minimization of 

operation cost 
2015 [119] 

Proposing a dynamic formation of MGs to maintain 

power supply of emergency loads after an inevitable 

accident 

MILP 
Maximization 

of priority load 
2016 [120] 

Proposing a generalized framework of outage 

management practices in MMGs for an appropriate 

coordination among MGs through MPC and DSO 

MILP 
Minimization of 

the overall cost 
2016 [121] 

Presenting a scheduling model of MGs that took the 

islanding feasibility and survivability of emergency 

loads into account 

Robust optimization 
Minimization of 

operation cost 
2019 [122] 

Offering deterministic techniques in response to 

fragility curves to achieve the proactive operation of 

DSs 

Robust optimization 
Minimization of 

operation cost 
2019 [123] 

Reporting distributive MMGs to realize resilient 

autonomous power DSs using independent 

operation of MGs. 

Agent algorithm 

Maximization 

of priority load 

 

2011 [124] 

Highlighting the benefits of MMGs for load 

restoration and coordination mechanism in 

consideration of intermittent loads and DGs 

MILP 

Maximization 

of priority load 

 

2017 [125] 

Establishing an effective management strategy for 

MGs to withstand intense windstorms to protect 

vulnerable components 

LP model 
Maximization 

of priority load 
2018 [126] 

Introducing a fuzzy logic control (FLC)-based 

model of MG considering ESS units, which follows 

the management commands for proper scheduling 

and operation in normal and non-normal conditions. 

FLC 
Minimization of 

load curtailment 
2017 [127] 

Pioneering a three-phase MG recovery model after 

disruptive events to balance the DSs 

Linear relaxation 

 

Minimization of 

outage duration 
2018 [128] 

Focusing an energy management strategy of MG on 

the basis of renewable energy prediction and battery 

state of charge (SOC). 

 

NB model 

Maximization 

of forecast 

probability 

2016 [129] 

Pioneering regulated multi-agent-based DSs to 

stabilize frequency and voltage deviation through 

proportional active energy sharing units 

Stochastic 

programming 

Minimization of 

changes in 

voltage and 

frequency 

2018 [130] 

Comprehensive architecture of MMGs for reliability 

assessment with various outage management tactics 
MC model 

Minimization of 

operation cost 
2018 [132] 

 

R
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to
ra

ti
o

n
 

o
p

er
at

io
n

 o
f 

 D
S
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Proposing a comprehensive mathematical model for 

load restoration by means of optimal switching 

operation in ADS 

MINP 

Maximization 

of priority load 

 

2016 [133] 

Modelling of a resilient MG operation taking 

account of a master–slave-based DG application. 
MINP 

Maximization 

of priority load 
2017 [134] 



Establishing dynamic MGs to provided 

uninterrupted supply to critical loads immediately 

after events hit the network 

MINP 
Maximization 

of priority load 
2016 [135] 

Providing a detailed mathematical formulation of 

MMGs to restore critical loads during natural 

disasters 

Linearized 

distribution low 

Maximization 

of priority load 
2017 [136] 

Providing an integrated solution on the basis of a 

decision-making tool to improve situational 

alertness and survivability 

Generalized linear 

model 

Maximization 

of priority load 

 

2017 [137] 

Measuring the stability and dynamic performances 

of MGs in the process of restoration with regard to 

different fault states 

LP model 

Maximization 

of priority load 

 

2018 [138] 

Developing an enhancement strategy of DSs through 

defensive islanding to address severe wind 

contingencies 

Defensive 

islanding-algorithm 

Minimization of 

load shedding 
2016 [139] 

Exemplifying the repair crew and restoration 

operations of DSs after unfavorable events through 

multiple-vehicle and on-site generation to reduce 

recovery times 

Randomized 

adaptive vehicle 

decomposition 

Minimization of 

total outage 

 

2012 [140] 

Describing a service restoration scheme 

incorporated with RESs, dispatchable DGs and 

ESSs and introduced a continuous operating time to 

estimate the accessibility of MG with limited source 

MM 
Minimization of 

load curtailment 
2016 [141] 

Pioneering an optimization model of MGs to 

maximize energy capacity during an emergency in 

response to disruptive events 

MM 
Minimization of 

energy cost 
2018 [142] 

V
u

ln
er

ab
il

it
y

 m
ea

su
re

 

Discussing two models, namely, network and 

functional, as interfaces to various DSs and 

performance evaluations correspondingly for 

measuring the vulnerability of bulk interdependent 

electrical infrastructures 

Graph theory 

Consequence 

measure with 

single/double/m

ultiple faults 

2010 [143] 

Presenting a predictive model of DSs to determine 

component states for vulnerability measures through 

the machine learning algorithm to address extreme 

incidents 

Machine learning 

method 

Outage 

prediction 
2017 [144] 

Proposing an outage prediction paradigm through 

machine learning technique to identify vulnerable 

components against forthcoming hurricanes 

Machine learning 

method 

Outage 

prediction 
2017 [145] 

Performing a vulnerability comparison analysis of 

two models to measure the effectiveness of DS 

operation under man-made attacks 

Topological and 

betweenness basis 

models 

Measuring 

power grid 

vulnerability 

with different 

attack intensity 

2014 [146] 

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/accessability/synonyms


O
p

er
at

io
n

al
 a

w
ar

en
es

s 
st

u
d
y

 Providing a brief description of SA, man-made 

errors, operational decision enabling, and the MM 

for proactive SA in response to power system 

outages 

MM 

Minimizing the 

probability of 

man-made 

errors 

2013 [148] 

Presenting a brief synopsis of relevant alertness of 

power outages and its main sources to provide 

operators with an efficient provision in maintaining 

system reliability 

Advanced 

visualization 

procedures 

Minimization of 

probability of 

failure data 

 

2013 [149] 

S
ec

u
ri

ty
 a

n
d

 p
ro

te
ct

io
n

  

Maximizing software-based programming to enable 

the networks to identify and respond to failures and 

obstruction during the run period of MG operations. 

Software-based 

network 

Maximization 

of reliability 
2017 [151] 

Presenting a software-enabled architecture for MG 

operations to utilize global perceptibility, 

programmability and enhanced controllability for 

security implications 

Software-based 

network 

Maximization 

of reliability 
2016 [152] 

Presenting fast-powered reinforcement models 

between MMGs through a software-enabled 

algorithm to improve efficiency, reliability, 

flexibility, and resiliency 

Software-based 

network 

Minimization of 

communication 

cost 

2018 [153] 

Formulating a new control algorithm for a fault 

protection 

Inverter interface 

DG model 

Minimization of 

fault current 
2018 [154] 

Providing optimal solutions for resource allocation 

in view of redundancy and security against 

intentional threats 

Geometric 

progression rule 

Minimization of 

destruction 

probability 

2015 [155] 

Designing a two-level stochastic model for DSs in 

response to hardening decisions against catastrophic 

consequences 

Progressive hedging 

optimization 

Minimization 

investment co 
2016 [156] 

Formulating a resiliency-cut index to ensure 

survivability of emergency loads after events hit the 

network 

Robust optimization 
Minimization of 

operation cost 
2018 [157] 

 

5. Resilience-based ADS planning- operation  

Distribution system planning-operation is an increasingly complex and information-intensive procedure. Thus, 

seeking for perceptibility across the continuum of power supply has expanded over intermittencies, update 

technology expenses, price signals, response sensitivities, and socioeconomic impact [159]. However, deployment 

and allocation of novel breakthrough technologies suffer from many issues that differ by means of technology and 

critical function in the power delivery system. The electricity power supply has been continuously and highly 

reliable since the last few decades because of enhanced expansion planning and uninterrupted power supply of 

DSs across the globe. In the event of natural disasters or other unfavorable occurrences, the operation of power 

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/perceptibility/synonyms


systems may fail to achieve desired reliability. Hence, planning-operation schemes should consider a number of 

possible adverse events, which demands a more resilient electric infrastructure. 

During these events, the planning-operation phases play crucial roles in disaster concerns, which require 

simultaneous resource and crew allocation, restoration, and coordinated planning-operation schemes to make 

some decisions about the optimal operation of the power system. It also facilitates the reduction of restoration 

time after low-power system damages. The study of these schemes is described as follows, and the summary of 

this section is presented in Table 5.  

5.1 Coordination 

In the resilience planning-operation procedures of DSs, coordination, which is also called energy management, 

plays a vital role. Changes experienced in energy management methods of DSs over the past decade have become 

unprecedented, thereby enhancing the resiliency of power systems. Various models have been employed to 

coordinate some components of the power systems in the planning-operational phases. In [160], a scenario 

decomposition-based algorithm is introduced to minimize power outage considering transportable on-site 

generation facilities in pursuance to installation and proper allocation before and during events. Moreover, the 

preparedness index is a major concern in the study of resilience against eventualities in enhancing the performance 

of DSs and minimizing load curtailment. Given these objectives, [161] established a linear approximation model 

to maximize the preparedness index through MMG in response to hurricane events. To maximize load pickup, 

Ref. [134] proposed a master-slave operation of DGs and crew routing. By contrast, Ref. [162] suggested a DG 

dispatch. However, MMG formation has been regarded recently as one of the key survival factors to resiliency, 

which is discussed in [163]. 

5.2 Restoration  

In the restoration phase, planning can be implemented via the proper allocation of storage units and crew 

members, identifying vulnerable components and mobile generation units, and using islanding mode. These 

methods can restore the system immediately. Conversely, the same units are used in the operational phase during 

events to recover the system from low distribution system damage with minimal recovery time. Numerous studies 

have intended to explain the restoration planning-operation of DSs in view of resilience. In [164], a sectionalized 

MMG for the optimal operation of DSs is proposed to minimize costs during outages. The importance of 

sectionalized MMG is that it can cope with highly disruptive events and is capable of isolating the section 

individually when DSO predicts the consequences. To further discuss this concept, Ref. [165] proposed a 



deterministic and stochastic model to spring the DS back to normal operation after events. In [146], a network 

partitioning method is introduced to maintain continuity of electricity supply in the context of planning-

operational movements. To maximize restored energy during events, a mathematical formulation has been 

developed through MINP, as presented in [166]. 

5.3 Reconfiguration  

Reconfiguration is an increasingly important area in DS resilience because reconfiguration planning and rapid 

operation should be conducted during events to immediately address the outage. The majority of the current 

studies on reconfiguration particularly focus on minimizing the overall and life cycle costs. To enable the optimal 

operation of DSs during events, thermal stability and reliability are major factors that should be assessed, in which 

DSs should be designed and operated accordingly [167]. Apart from the aforementioned aspects, enhanced voltage 

profile, low power loss, and load adjusting should also be considered, as described in [168]; it introduced a power 

electronic-based module that re-establishes performance using a soft-open point framework. Note that the 

geometric progression rule is applied to minimize the destruction probability of DSs and address issues in 

redundancy and security against intentional threats [155]. 

5.4 Resilience quantification  

To measure the performance of the DSs, resilience quantification plays a crucial role in decision making in 

the cases of load switching, DG allocation, and crew position. Accordingly, Ref. [169] concentrates on the 

distinctive metrics of resilience in the perspective of system design, extreme weather, and repair crew, which aims 

at maximization of sensitivity. In [170], a quantitative model for resilience estimation and preventive measures is 

developed in the face of windstorms. This model mainly aims to minimize the probability of failure. Furthermore, 

a multi-criteria-based decision-making model is pioneered through the graph and pre-location theory to reduce 

switching operations and maximize load operation [98]. One of the most significant discussions in the study on 

resilience quantification is that various quantifications can introduce a new resilience index, which can further 

improve reliability and resiliency characteristics. 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 5: Planning-operational method of ADS  

Area 

of study 
Contributions 

Techniques 

/Model 

Objective 

function 
Year Ref 
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Proposing a novel load restoration scheme of the MG 

to improve the reliability and resiliency of DSs 

through master-slave DGs during natural disasters 

Mixed integer 

second order 

cone method 

Maximization of 

critical load 

pickup 

2017 [134] 

Establishing an optimal planning strategy for an 

emergency load restoration using transportable on-

site generation facilities in accordance with pre-

positioning and practical constraints to reduce outage 

during emergency operations 

Scenario 

decomposition 

algorithm 

Minimization of 

power outage 
2018 [160] 

Presenting a multi-objective oriented architecture to 

enhance the effective preparedness of MMGs and 

cope with forthcoming hurricanes 

Linear 

approximation 

model 

Maximization of 

the preparedness 

index 

2019 [161] 

Proposing a co-optimization model for crew routing, 

system reconfiguration, and DG dispatch to enrich 

the DSs from outage under disruptive events 

MILP 
Maximization of 

load pickup 
2018 [162] 

Enhancing strategy of MMG formation for survival 

in extreme events in terms of critical service 

restoration. 

MILP 
Minimization of 

MG scale 
2018 [163] 

R
es

to
ra

ti
o

n
 

 

Proposing the extensive structure of a distribution 

system via two modes of operation in relation to 

sectionalized MMGs for optimal restoration of an 

outage 

Rolling-horizon 

algorithm 

Minimization of 

operation cost and 

maximization of 

profit 

2015 [164] 

Designing a deterministic and stochastic model of 

DSs on account of component failure during events 

and spring back to normal operation 

Probabilistic 

and 

deterministic 

approach 

Minimization of 

overall cost 
2018 [165] 

Developing a successive service restoration model of 

DSs and MGs using DGs as well as formulating a 

mathematical power flow model 

MINP 

Maximization of 

total restored 

energy 

2018 [166] 

Using network partition-based techniques for 

survival after a power disruption in terms of 

planning-operational movements 

Network 

partition 

method 

Minimization of 

restoration time 
2018 [171] 

R
ec

o
n

fi
g
u

ra
ti

o
n
 

   

Providing optimal solutions for resource allocation in 

view of redundancy and  security against intentional 

threats 

Geometric 

progression rule 

Minimization of 

destruction 

probability 

2015 [155] 

Addressing the thermal stability and reliability 

measure of wind-based plants with FACT 

functionality in MGs to provide optimal operation 

and better assessment of DSs. 

Coffin–Manson 

model 

Minimization of 

overall cost 
2017 [167] 



Developing a network reconfiguration planning 

scheme with power electronic modules to enhance 

voltage profile, lessen power loss and adjust load 

during operation 

Soft-open-

points 

paradigm 

Optimization of 

the life cycle cost 
2016 [168] 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
 R
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o
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Proposing new resilience metrics with corresponding 

estimation approach considering the system design, 

catastrophe, and repair crews 

Dynamic 

Bayesian 

networks 

Maximization of 

sensitivity 
2018 [169] 

Introducing a quantitative model to estimate DS 

resilience and approach in preventive measures 

against windstorms. 

Degradation 

model 

Minimization of 

failure of 

probability 

2019 [170] 

Introducing resilience quantification techniques 

through percolation theory and multi-criteria decision 

model using an analytical hierarchical procedure 

Graph theory 

and percolation 

theory 

Load 

maximization and 

switching 

operation 

minimization 

2016 [98] 

 

6. Case study 

In this section, resilience studies are carried out and applied to an IEEE 33-bus system [172]. The findings 

from this study provide two contributions to the current literature, i.e., firstly, without assuming the emergency 

load in Study-1; and secondly, with the consideration of emergency loads in Study-2 and Study-3. In this study, 

four different scenarios (such as no PV, with PV, considering PV power increase, and optimal allocation of PV 

units) are discussed. In contrast, Study-1 and 2 are simulated with energy-not-supplied (ENS) as an objective 

function. While, in Study-3, the loss index is measured in response to extreme events.  

This study aims to investigate the importance of the penetration of DGs like PV and wind, which play key 

roles in migrating the system infrastructure from conventional to a resilient system. With this objective, the PV 

unit is shown on how it will increase system reliability and resiliency. Thus, a conventional system is taken as the 

base case where no PV unit is considered, and three more cases are studied in a resilient system with the inclusion 

of single-phase and double-phase to ground fault. Besides, the islanding mode is modeled here to supply the local 

loads during the event according to the available PV capacity. The formulation of the ENS and islanding mode 

modeling are presented in (1) and (2), respectively.  

The ENS can be formulated with two main categories of consumers: first, consumers should consider the 

switching time (i.e., the time took to form the islanding mode), and second, consumers experiencing the rate of 

failure and repair time.  

The ENS can be expressed by (1) while considering each state of generation and load [173]: 



𝐸𝑁𝑆 = ∑ 𝜆𝑖  𝐿𝑖
𝑁𝑏𝑟
𝑖=1 (𝑡𝑟𝑝𝑟 + 𝑡𝑠𝑤𝑐) ∑ 𝑃𝑗𝑗∈Ω𝑖

                                                                                                              (1) 

where 

𝑁𝑏𝑟 : Number of branches  

𝜆𝑖: Failure rate of branch i (f /km yr)  

𝐿𝑖 : Length of a branch i (km) 

𝑃𝑗 : Demand power of the jth load 

𝑡𝑟𝑝𝑟 : Fault repair time (hours) 

𝑡𝑠𝑤𝑐 : Switching time (hours) 

Ω𝑖: The set of buses located at the upstream of branch i 

In this case study, four PV units are installed along with four distinct islanding mode, and each unit has a 

specific capacity. In the estimation method of ENS, the output of the DG power can be formulated as (2), which 

is the prerequisite to forming an island.  

𝑃𝐷𝐺 ≥ 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 + 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠                                                                                                                                         (2) 

where, 𝑃𝐷𝐺 , 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 , and 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 are the DG power, active power load (exist in the island mode), and network power 

loss. In (2), it is assumed that the power loss of the grid equals 5% of the hourly total load demand of the network.  

6.1 Study-1 

In this study, the four types of scenarios are discussed. Scenario-1 considers a base case where no DG unit is 

considered, and then four PV units are installed in scenario-2. In scenario-3, PV power is increased, and finally, 

the optimal allocation of the PV unit is addressed in scenario-4. Moreover, the single fault and double phase to 

ground fault are applied to the test system, and ENS is calculated. However, this test system does not consider an 

emergency load.  

6.1.1 Scenario-1: Base case  

In this scenario, the conventional operation of the grid is considered as the base case where no DG is 

incorporated into the IEEE 33-bus test system [172]. The base scenario is simulated with a single fault, and the 

ENS profile is shown in Fig. 9. From Fig. 9, it is observed that the ENS value is high, which is because that there 

is no backup unit. If any fault occurs, the grid supply might not be available to the whole load. Hence, to overcome 

this issue, the penetration of the DGs is increasing, which can improve the reliability and resiliency of the system. 

Further details are discussed as follows.  



    
                   Fig. 9. Single fault without PV unit                                  Fig. 10. Single fault with PV unit                                   

 

6.1.2 Scenario-2: PV unit set-up 

This study takes four solar units with a capacity of 100 kW, 200 kW, 500 kW, and 1000 kW are installed 

at the buses 12, 18, 22, and 32 respectively to make the system resilient. The ENS profile of such a scenario is 

shown in Fig. 10, which, in comparison with the conventional network, is reduced after installing the PVs to the 

33-bus system.  

Noticeably, such a decrease gives a better situation to the end-users during the contingency period. 

Notwithstanding, during peak hours of load demand, the ENS value is also minimum because solar power has its 

highest generation and is able to meet the major part of the load demand. 

         
 Fig. 11. Single fault with PV power enhance units                          Fig. 12. Single fault with optimal allocation of PV units                                         

 
 

6.1.3 Scenario-3: PV power enhance 

Considering the four PVs in the 33-bus system, and let us increase the output power of four PV units to 

200 kW, 400 kW, 500 kW, and 1500 kW, respectively, at the bus locations 12, 18, 22, and 32 respectively, and 

the ENS performance is assessed. It is clear that using the proposed approach, the ENS value is reduced, which 

means that the system is more reliable and resilient than the above two scenarios with the single fault inclusion, 

as shown in Fig. 11.  



6.1.4 Scenario-4: PV optimal allocation 

It is important to note that the proper DG allocation can achieve increased system reliability and 

resiliency as well as reduced operating costs before and during the contingencies [174, 175]. The Swarm Robotics 

Search & Rescue (SRSR) [176] optimization method is applied here to optimize the location of PVs, which are 

16, 17, 18, and 33, with a capacity of 200 kW, 400 kW, 500 kW, and 1500 kW, respectively. The ENS performance 

with the single-phase fault and the optimal location of PV units are shown in Fig. 12, and Fig. 13(a), 

correspondingly.  

Furthermore, to show the robustness of the system, the double phase to ground fault is applied to the 

IEEE 33-bus system, and the ENS is measured with all four scenarios. The optimum location of the PVs in 

response to the double phase to ground fault is shown in Fig. 13(b) with a capacity of 200 kW, 400 kW, 500 kW, 

and 1500 kW at bus locations 17, 18, 31, and 32, respectively. Subsequently, the ENS performance is measured 

and compared for all four scenarios, as shown in Fig. 14. A comparison of the findings with those of other 

scenarios such as without PV and with PV confirms the better result, which means it can supply more power 

during the faults. Besides, it is clear that from scenario-3, the DG capacity also plays a key role in minimizing the 

ENS of the system, and eventually, after the optimal allocation of PV unit it reveals that there is a significant 

performance improvement compared to scenario-1 to scenario-3.  
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(a)                  (b) 

Fig. 13. (a) Optimal location of DGs considering single fault,                 (b) Optimal location of DGs considering double fault 

 

  
Fig. 14. Comparison characteristics of ENS for a double phase to ground fault 

 



6.2 Study-2 

In the response of unfavorable events, the consideration of emergency loads (e.g., first responders) is also a 

part of resiliency to minimize the life at risk. For that, there is a need for DGs to maintain the power supply to 

critical loads such as health institutions, financial institutions, process industries, communication centers, etc.    

Hence, in order to make a priority level, this case study includes four emergency loads in a modified IEEE 

33-bus system. The modified values of load are 300 kW, 500 kW, 800 kW, and 600 kW at bus 16, 20, 24, and 

31, respectively, which are considered as emergency loads. This study also considers all four scenarios, as in 

Study-1. 

6.2.1 Scenario-1: Base case  

In this scenario, the base case refers to the conventional operation of the system, where no DG is 

incorporated. Moreover, the single fault and double fault are applied to the system, and then the ENS value is 

calculated as a performance index. The ENS profile for a single fault is shown in Fig. 15, and it is noted that the 

value of ENS is the same as the base case in Study-1.  

    
           Fig. 15. Single fault without PV unit                                                  Fig. 16. Single fault with PV unit 

6.2.2 Scenario-2: DG set-up 

This scenario considers the four solar units (200 kW, 500 kW, 1000 kW, and 500 kW), which are 

incorporated into the 33-bus test system at the bus location 13, 18, 23, and 28, respectively. The ENS of the 

proposed system, in comparison with the conventional system, is reduced. As can be seen, the PVs could help to 

reduce the load curtailment of the system, which further minimizes the ENS as depicted in Fig. 16 in response to 

the single phase fault. In addition, considering the emergency load, PV can supply power in the face of a 

catastrophic event or grid failure, which increases the resiliency of the system.  



6.2.3 Scenario-3: PV power enhance 

In order to increase the resiliency of the system, the capacity of the PV unit should be increased to 

maximize the load recovery during the emergency or after the event hits the network. Therefore, this scenario 

presents the ENS profile with increased PV capacity, such as 1000 kW, 500 kW, 1500 kW, and 1000 kW at the 

same bus location, as mentioned in scenario-2. It can be seen from Fig. 17 that the ENS decreases further, which 

has a better solution for resiliency.   

    
 

       Fig. 17. Single phase fault with increased PV power                Fig. 18. Single phase fault with optimal PV allocation       

6.2.4 Scenario-4: PV optimal allocation 

The objective of this scenario is to minimize the ENS considering the emergency loads; hence, the 

optimal allocation of the PV unit is presented, where the result shows a lower value of ENS and better management 

of the PV unit to the emergency loads.  The SRSR optimization method is applied here to optimize the location 

of PVs. A single phase fault is applied to the test system, and the ENS performance is shown in Fig. 18. It is noted 

that the ENS is greatly reduced as compared to the other two scenarios, which means that the system reliability 

and resiliency is enhanced. The random and optimal locations of the PV unit in the proposed system are presented 

in Fig. 19(a) and Fig. 19(b), respectively.  

Finally, the comparison characteristics of ENS in the response of the double phase to the ground fault of 

Study-2 is illustrated in Fig. 20. Notwithstanding the foregoing scenario, optimal location of PV unit is vital for a 

real-world network, because in the face of extreme events, the most priority is to meet the critical load demand. 

To this end, the power system planner should consider the DG units near the emergency loads, which can supply 

power after the events with a less time horizon, and then such a system can be treated as resilient. Thus, this 

scenario is simulated considering the PV, increased PV power and optimal location of PV, and it is demonstrated 

in Fig. 20. It is clear that from Fig. 20, ENS is minimum as compared to other three scenarios as mentioned above. 
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    (a)                                                                                                               (b) 

Fig. 19. (a) Random location of PVs considering emergency loads, (b) Optimal location of PVs considering emergency loads  

 
Fig. 20. Comparison characteristics of ENS for a double fault 

  

6.3 Study-3 

The catastrophic events that hit a network could inevitably need a prolonged period of recovery time and high 

recovery costs. In addition, the system generation loss increases, which further decreases the resiliency. Therefore, 

the system should be planned to have low loss and high resilience. To this end, the installation of DGs and their 

placement can play a crucial role in reducing generation loss and increasing the resiliency of the system. With 

these objectives, this Study-3 is presented here, with four different scenarios, as mentioned above.    

The resilience of the system on account of a catastrophic event can be estimated as the reciprocal of the 

system’s loss performance [177], which can be defined as (3) 

 Resilience = 
1

Loss
                                                                                                                                                  (3) 

In this case, a loss means the amount of generation power is not available to the test system. Hence, the loss can 

be estimated as (4) 

 Loss = 
𝑃0−𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
                                                                 (4) 

where, 𝑃0 and 𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the total load and active load in the system after the event, respectively. 

The resilience can be estimated in the range of zero (no resilience) to infinity (maximum resilience). The 

significance of the range is explained below. Zero resilience refers to the system that does not have the coping 



capacity to recover the load after the events, which means the system is completely collapsed. On the other hand, 

infinity resilience refers to the system that can recover all the loads after the event [177]. 

In this study, PV units are taken as DG sources to show the resiliency of the system in the face of a double 

phase to ground fault. Moreover, the limitation of the PV unit is that it can only supply power when there is solar 

insolation available, e.g., from 8 am to 5 pm. With this assumption, if a fault happens during this time, the system 

can meet the load demand partially or fully according to the available capacity. As can be seen in Fig. 21(a), the 

resilience is increased by PV installation, PV power increase, and optimal PV allocation. The resilience and loss 

can be measured by assuming that the maximum PV capacity is reached at 1 pm. Accordingly, loss and resilience 

values are estimated and presented in Figs. 21(b), and (c), respectively. 

     

(a)                                                                (b)                                                            (c) 

     Fig. 21. (a) Comparison characteristics of resilience, (b) Loss at peak hour, (c) Resilience at peak hour                                                                

The case studies presented thus far provide testimony that the integration of DGs into the conventional system 

can be mentioned as a cornerstone for the endurance of the DS to evade the total system failure. On the other 

hand, during the unfavourable events, the critical load must be supplied, and this can be done by the incorporation 

of DG units. This case study is limited to the solar unit only; however, other alternative DG units like wind, storage 

unit, micro-turbine, etc., can also be studied in a similar way.  

 

7. Conclusion  

 

This paper has systematically reviewed the existing research of ADSs in case of resiliency. It firstly highlights 

the concept and differences between reliability and resiliency. Then, three major categories, including planning, 

operation, and planning-operation methods, are formed, and current literature is thoroughly discussed accordingly 

in terms of models used and contributions.    

As reviewed in the literature, the implementation of resilient ADSs and their enhancement is considered as 

inevitable necessities for DSs. Nevertheless, resilience is acknowledged as a requirement that represents critical 

infrastructure and lifeline systems in view of extreme events. However, increasing concerns over resilient 



structures have also emerged along with the increase in the number of extreme events. In a nutshell, the following 

conclusions are made from presented review work:   

 The most crucial issue in resilience is the restoration during/after the events, which can be achieved by 

coordinated planning and operational approaches to enhance the load recovery profile and reduce the 

restoration time.  

 Some activities in different stages are essential to make a system resilient, firstly an appropriate planning 

approach, which can increase the robustness of the system when designing. Secondly, an improved 

operational scheme can provide better supply security; and finally, a coordinated planning and operational 

approach can prevent the system collapse. 

A case study is demonstrated through the IEEE 33-bus test system with and without the incorporation of PV 

units, where the main aim is to show the system resiliency with two objective functions, including ENS and energy 

loss. The case study is presented in this paper with the following conclusion and limitations. 

 Initially, the incorporation of PV units into the distribution system is presented, which shows that the 

value of ENS is decreased. Indeed, the reduced value of ENS demonstrates better resilience 

characteristics. Given this objective, the case study-1 and case study-2 are simulated separately through 

Matlab software, without and with considering the emergency loads, respectively. 

 Secondly, in study-3, energy loss and resiliency are formulated, which states an inverse relationship 

between them. In fact, it is demonstrated that the energy loss is decreasing, while the resilience factor is 

conversely increasing. 

 The study reveals that the addition of DGs like PV units becomes crucial for making the system resilient 

and, accordingly, load restoration can be enhanced.  

 This case study is based on the PV units, but not limited to PV only; other DGs like wind, fuel cell, 

microturbine, and storage unit can be added to enhance the system resiliency. On the other hand, solar 

power during peak hours is considered here; however, the extreme event can happen at any time of the 

day, where only solar energy might not be feasible to restore the load. Thus, from a practical perspective, 

considering the uncertainties is vital.  

In the future, the resilience study needs to move a step forward in following directions, for example: 

  A resilience quantification framework is needed considering different natural hazards;  



 An expansion/reconfiguration planning and improved coordination planning and operation is 

desirable to enhance the survivability and quick load recovery of the distribution systems;  

 Considering all kind of power system thefts is challenging nowadays, which must be taken into 

account to make the system cyber-resilient; and  

 The trade-off between resilience and cost has not explored yet, which needs to be considered in the 

future according to the different types of load demands (e.g., residential, industrial, and commercial).   
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